
Teddy’s Boys – A Glossary 
 

Teddy and Charlie speak a northern English dialect (Manc) that may not be familiar to readers 
from other countries (or even other parts of the UK), so I thought a glossary might be helpful. 
General British words and phrases are indicated as “British” while words and phrases that are 
distinctive to Manchester are indicated as “Manc.”  

People from Manchester (Mancunians or Mancs) also use rhyming slang, a dialect that 
replaces words and phrases with others the original word rhymes with. For example, “stairs” 
are “apples and pears” in Cockney rhyming slang, so one might say, “I fell down the apples 
and pears.” I’ve indicated rhyming slang as “RS.” Rhyming slang can be impenetrable to 
outsiders (it’s meant to be, since it was developed to evade detection by the authorities), it’s 
highly regional (rhyming slang spoken by a Manc may make no sense to someone from 
London or Birmingham), and I’ve included it sparingly to give the reader a flavor because it 
can be so difficult to understand, even in context. 

Mancs often shorten Christian names with “az” or “ez” to indicate intimacy and affection. 
Gary becomes “Gaz,” Charles becomes “Chaz,” etc. It’s more common with men than women, 
although Teddy’s crew call her “Tedz” and “Tez.” 

I’ve also included some places in and around Manchester that have a connotative 
meaning to Mancunians which would not otherwise be clear to outsiders. 

 

A-levels: (British) two-year, intermediary schooling between high school and university; 
British students leave high school at 16 after passing exams known as GCSEs; if they want to 
continue into a trade or a university course, they enroll in a local “college” for two years of 
intensive study in limited subject areas, this is known as A-levels after the final exams that 
finish these two years of schooling and the schools are called “colleges;” after A-levels, 
students go into a trade or career or on to study even more intensively at a university (“Uni”). 

Anging: (Manc) disgusting (“that pizza last night was angin’, mate”). 

Arse: (British) ass. 

Bastard: (British) not a slur on the marital status of a person’s parents, but rather a more 
general term for man and often used semi-affectionately. 

Beg: (Manc) “a beg” is someone who too obviously seeks the attention of the opposite 
sex, and “begging” is the activity of doing so. 

Bezzie (or Bessie, although Mancs pronounce it distinctively with the zes): (British) best 
friend. Variant is “bezzie-mate,” often said by men about each other after consumption of 
too many pints (“aw, Gaz, you’re me bezzie-mate”). 

Bess, Queen: (British) Queen Elizabeth the Second. 

Bird: (Manc) not the feathered avian species; a generic term for woman. 

Bobby: (British) police. 

Boujee: (British) slang for “bourgeoisie,” middle class, with the connotation of 
materialistic values or aspirations above their station. 



Bruh or bruv: (British) brother, but more often used to refer to men in a crew than blood 
relations. This started as a southern expression but has been creeping north. It can be an 
insult if used about someone who is clearly outside a crew. 

Builder’s tea: (British) strong tea (the beverage) made with inexpensive, generic tea bags 
rather than a more expensive brand like PG Tips; connotes working class tastes. 

Buzzing: (Manc) happy, excited (“I’m buzzin’ for the concert tonight”), similar to “mad for 
it.” 

Chav/Chavette: (Manc) person from a low social group, often loud, brash, and anti-
authoritarian. 

Chippy: (British) a fish and chip shop; chippies often sell other fried foods like pies; usually 
open very late, they’re social centers after the bars and nightclubs close, so “going to the 
chippy” may not mean eating; it can just mean hanging out with friends late at night. 

Chokka: (British) full, busy. 

City: (Manc) Manchester City Football Club; their color is sky blue, so the F.C. and their 
fans are also referred to as “blues;” formerly fierce rivals with Manchester United Football 
Club (“United”) although this rivalry has waned with United’s decline. 

Cream Crackered: (RS) exhausted, worn out (“cream crackered = knackered”). 

Cock: (Manc) not the reproductive organ; a semi-familiar term for a man (“aw’reet, me 
cock, what’ll it be tonight?”). 

Council estate: (British) low-income housing project. 

Cow: (British) an insulting term for a woman. 

Crew: (British) group of friends or gang. 

Cuppa: (Manc) a cup of hot tea. 

Cunt: (Manc) not a reference to female genitalia (generally), but rather a person (usually 
male) who is behaving idiotically (“stop being a right cunt, Gaz, and give us a lift home”). 

Daft: (Manc) stupid, ridiculous (“don’t be daft, I’ll give you a lift home”). 

Dead: (Manc) very, often used in combination with “hard” to say something’s very 
difficult (“It was dead hard to get outta bed this morning”). 

Dosh: (Manc) money, wealthy. 

Dozy: (British) stupid, often in combination with another insult (“that dozy cow forgot to 
pick me up from the pub”). 

Duck: (Manc) not the bird; a semi-familiar term for woman (“aw’reet, me duck, what’ll it 
be tonight?”). 

Fag: (British) not a pejorative term for homosexual; a cigarette (“let me bum one of your 
fags, bruv, I’m all out”).  

Fit: (Manc) attractive; it doesn’t necessarily mean physically fit (“did you see that lad Lizzy 
was snogging? He’s right fit”). 

Fiver: (British) five pounds (monetary units, not weight), roughly equivalent to five Euros 
or seven dollars (US). 



Fuming: (Manc) extremely angry (“Lizzy snogging my boyfriend last night made me right 
fumin’, mate”). 

Gagging: (Manc) thirsty, applies both to liquid refreshment and to sex (“she was gaggin’ 
for it last night, bruv”). 

Gear: (Manc) clothing and accessories. 

Get in: (Manc) do something with an implied note of haste; in the pub, it means to buy a 
round of drinks for everyone in the group, failure to buy a round is considered extremely 
unmannerly. 

Gingham: (British) British students wear uniforms until the end of high school (age 16); 
in primary school, the warm-weather uniform for a girl is a gingham dress, so referring to 
someone as wearing or being “in gingham” means they’re in primary school (age five to 
eleven). 

Glastonbury: (British) the site of a large, outdoor, summer music festival, known for 
headline acts from around the world and the festival ground’s pernicious mud. 

Graft: (Manc) hard work. 

Hattersley: a notoriously violent and impoverished Council estate built in the 1960s to 
rehome people from the slums of Manchester; site of the Moors Murders in the mid-1960s. 

Hatton, Ricky: a famous British boxer who held world light-welterweight and 
welterweight titles from 2000 to 2012; Hatton was raised in Hattersley. 

Herd: a group of people, almost always used pejoratively and often in combination with 
chav (a “chav herd”). 

Hoodie: (British) literally, a sweatshirt with a hood, but as hoodies have become part of 
the lad/ladette cultural uniform, young men wearing hoodies are considered threatening and 
calling a young man a “hoodie” is an insult inferring that he’s a criminal (hoodlum). 

Knackered: (British) exhausted, worn out, particularly sexually. 

Knickers: (British) women’s underwear. 

Kecks (Keks): (British) men’s underwear; less often men’s trousers. 

Lad/Ladette: (British) young man or woman; when used by Millennials it’s a neutral term 
or even one of respect (“he’s one of the lads”); when used by older generations it often has a 
negative connotation, inferring riotous behavior and lack of respect for social order; there is 
a distinct Manc lad/ladette culture typified by relaxed, sporty clothing (“trackies”), 
unemployment, drug and alcohol abuse. 

Mad for it: (Manc) very excited, similar to “buzzing.” 

Manc: someone from Manchester, England; also refers to the Mancunian dialect.  

Manky: (British) unpleasant, nasty, disgusting (unrelated to Manchester, although it’s fair 
to say Manchester’s weather is often manky). 

Mare: (British) an insulting term for woman.  

Mate: (British) buddy, friend, although often used, particularly by Mancs, to refer to 
someone in distinctively unfriendly situations, either to calm them down or insult them. 



Minging: (Manc) disgusting; a person who is minging is a “minger.” 

Mint: (Manc) excellent.  

Mithered: (Manc) trouble, irritation, often used negatively (“I can’t be mithered to do the 
laundry today”). 

Me: (Manc) often substituted for “my.” 

Moss Side: a densely populated, economically deprived, inner-city area of Manchester 
known for drugs, gangs, and violence; former site of Manchester City Football Club’s stadium. 

Mum: (British) mother. 

Nah: (Manc) no, almost always used derogatively.  

Nowwat: (Manc) contraction of “now that.” 

N’owt: (Manc) nothing. 

Numpty: (British) idiot, fool (“why did you set fire to the couch, you right numpty?”). 

Off me face: (Manc) drunk. 

Old money: (British) imperial or non-metric units of measurement (pounds, cups, ounces, 
feet, miles, etc.). 

Our kid: (Manc) good friend or relative.  

On the lash: (Manc) a drinking session (“me crew’s out on the lash tonight and I’m getting 
off me face”). 

Pecking me head: (Manc) nagging or something that’s seriously annoying (“stop pecking 
me head, mum, I’ll take out the trash in a tic”). 

Piccadilly Plaza: (Manc) (in)famous glass and concrete tower in the heart of Manchester; 
an example of the British 1950s and 1960s “brutalist” school of architecture that also gave us 
the Barbican Centre in London. 

Pint: (British) a large glass of beer (literally, a pint-glass). 

Pissed: (British) drunk but it can also mean angry; a particularly colorful Manc expression 
is “pissed as a fart.” 

Pound: (British) a base monetary unit (pounds sterling) roughly equivalent to one Euro 
or a dollar and forty cents (US). 

Posh: (British) expensive, designer, or connoting the upper class; Mancs sometimes use 
“posh” as an insult, to indicate someone or something that tries to be more upper class than 
they actually are (it’s important to understand that Mancs are proud of being working-class). 

Pub: (British) a bar, although British bars are often very homey with fireplaces, rooms 
where games like darts and snooker can be played, and outside gardens to sit in when it’s 
warm enough (or shiver in when it’s not); traditional British food like fish and chips can often 
be purchased and consumed in pubs (“pub grub”); pubs were social centers for Britons until 
the 21st century but are, sadly, dying out. 

Quid: (British) one pound (the monetary unit, not the weight). 

Reading: (British) studying at the university level (“he’s reading history at Oxford”). 



Right: (Manc) very; an amplifier Mancs throw at nearly everything (“it was a right good 
night out;” “she’s a right slapper”) but what it definitely doesn’t mean is the direction. 

Scouser: (Manc) pejorative term for a person from Liverpool (Manchester and Liverpool 
have a lively rivalry). 

Shag: (British) have sex. 

Scran: (Manc) eat large amounts of food hastily and without manners. 

Scrot: (Manc) not literally a man’s scrotum, but a scruffy, unkempt, or unattractive man. 

Septic: (RS) American (“septic tank = Yank”). 

Sheep-shagger: (Manc) people from Wales or more broadly, people who live in the 
countryside; extremely insulting. 

Skint: (Manc) broke (“can you pay for me cab home, only I’m right skint”). 

Slag: (Manc) a promiscuous woman; extremely insulting.  

Slapper: (Manc) unattractive woman, insulting but not as insulting as “slag.” 

Sly: (Manc) untrustworthy, devious person or actions (“Lizzy kissing Amy’s boyfriend last 
night was right sly, wannit?”). 

Snide: (Manc) financially ungenerous. 

Snogging: (British) kissing, making out. 

Sound: (Manc) good, solid, certain (“that advice you gave me on a present for me mum 
was sound, mate”). 

Strangeways: (British) Her Majesty’s prison in Manchester. 

Sweaty/Sweaties: (RS) pejorative term for people from Scotland (“Sweaty Socks = Jocks”). 

Taff/Taffs: (British) pejorative term for people from Wales (evidently arising from a 
nursery rhyme). 

Tea: (British) both the hot beverage (iced or “sweet” tea is anathema to most Britons) 
and the evening meal. 

Tenner: (British) ten pounds (the monetary unit, not the weight), roughly equivalent to 
ten Euros or fourteen dollars (US). 

Tic: (British) a minute (literally, a tick of the clock). 

Tight: (British) financially ungenerous (“get the round in, yeh tight bastard”). 

Tory: (British) the conservative political party in power in the UK at the time of writing. 

Trackies: (Manc) thin, polyester sweatpants and sweatshirt, often made by a sports brand 
like Adidas or Nike; when only the sweatpants are worn, referred to as “trackie bottoms;” 
trackies are so widely adopted by Manc youth of the middle and lower classes that they’re 
almost a uniform; wearing trackies is part of lad/ladette culture. 

Twat: (British) not a reference to female genitalia (generally), but rather a person who is 
behaving idiotically (“stop being a right twat, Gaz, and give us a lift home”). 



Uni: (British) university; after A-levels, British students enroll in a three (rarely four) year 
course of intensive study at Uni in a specific subject area (liberal arts degrees are almost 
unknown in England – British students apply to a specific major program and are accepted by 
that department; it is very difficult to change courses once begun); they graduate with either 
a bachelor’s degree in their subject area or a professional degree (for example, a legal or 
medical degree) which may be their final qualification or may require more years of on-the-
job training (for example, many British lawyers serve a three year “clerkship” after obtaining 
their legal degree before they are fully qualified to practice law). 

Various Artiz: a little homage to Ben Aaronovich’s Whispers Underground.  

Yank: (British) American (contraction of Yankee). 

 


